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LIST OF SYMBOLS

r, , = Coordinate axes

Te e Longitudinal stress in elastic and plastic
regions

T P = Radial stress in elastic and plastic regions

G (T 0 oP - Circumferential stress in elastic and plastic

regions

i " Yield stress in simple shear

/t = Modulus of rigidity

. - Internal (bore) radius

- External radius

g o b/o.

if = Radius to elastic-plastic interface

F -

r: a r F/

p = Internal pressure

p = Pressure for incipient plastic flow

p M W Pressure for complete plasticity
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CONCLUSIONS

By assuming a logarithmic distribution for the longitudinal stress
in the plastic portion of the tube wall and comparing these results with
other numerically obtained solutions for the pressurized, closed-end
tube, it has been found that very little difference in the radial and
tangential stress distribution is observed. Of course, the end-force
must be equilibrated by the longitudinal stresses acting across the
tube thickness, but as long as this condition is met it appears that
any assumed distribution for the Or stress in the plastic region, has
little effect upon the aforementioned radial and tangential stresses.

One point which should be mentioned is that the Hises yield
criterion was considered to govern the behavior of the tube material in
the plastic state. Hence, the fact that the Mt0 and GoZ stresses
do not differ greatly, regardless of what end conditions for the tube
are considered, is not totally unexpected. Particular reference is
made to the solution of this same problem wherein the Tresca yield
criterion is utilized. In this case, it is found that the end condition
has no influence upon a and Op

Comparison of these same stresses with thp plane strain solution I

indicates approximate agreement. This is not surprising in view of the
fact that it can be readily shown that the magnitude of the end restraint,
which is required to maintain the plane strain condition, approaches the
end force 3roduced in the closed-end tube for the case of complete
plasticity .

A fair agreement with the pinne stress results is also obtained 3 .

In fact, for the plane strain, plane stress and closed-end conditions,
it is interesting to note that very little difference is observed in the
distribution and magnitude of the radial and tangential stresses for the
case of initial yielding at the bore surface.

In comparing the magnitude of the longitudinal stress C-& , as
developed herein, with the values of (r obtained by use of the
Prandtl-Reuss stress strain relations for a perfectly plastic material,
large discrepancies are observed. Furthermore, it is generally agreed
that use of the Prandtl-Reuss relation leads to more accurate stress
predictions; however, the mathematical difficulties encountered are
more formidable.
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CONCLUSIONS (CONT.)

In any event, useful stress predictions for G and T can be
obtained by tll methods which are outlined in this report.

C. D. SUTHERLAND
Mathematician
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INTRODUCTION

The problem is one of a thick-walled, circular, closed end,
unrestrained tube subjected to an internal pressure of sufficient
magnitude to induce plastic flow. The plastic deformation occurs
first at the inner surface of the tube and, as the pressure is
increased, the plastic region continues to grow until the entire
tube becomes plastic. A state of contained plasticity is assumed.
The tube material is considered to be homogeneous, isotropic, com-
pressible, and perfectly plastic.

To describe the pressure induced stresses and strains in the
tube, a system of cylindrical coordinates ( r G, . ) is employed,
where the ,; -axis coincides with the axis of the tube. All stresses
and strains are assumed to be independent of 0 and 2

FORHULATI ON

The principal directions of stress at a generic point of the
tube are radial, circumferential and axial, and the only equation of
equilibrium which remains to be satisfied is4:

G_+__ (0
r r

We denote the inner surface of the tube by " 0. , the outer
surface by r b , and the interface between the elastic and plastic
region by r . We denote by OGr7e , T# e , 0- and "', OCT,_ , (J-e

the stresses in the elastic and plastic regions, respectively. The
Mises yield criterion is assumed and hence, throughout the plastic
region a, .5 r .4 , o < 6 , the following condition must be
satisfied:

; + ((P (2)

where k is the yield stress in simple shear for the material.
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The solution for the elastic region f r< , O. , is
given by the Lamg equations:

A + 1/rD

T W= A (3)

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are:

. = - p r -a.

3. ee

4. Fwo G-w r gir( S T, C

The last condition states that the axial stress integrated over the
thickness of the tube equilibrates the force acting on the closed end
of the tube. These conditions are sufficient to determine the constants
of integration and establish a relationship between P and f .

To determine the value of PW P ? for incipient plastic flow,
i.e. f =.) we apply the boundary conditions 1, 2, and 4 to
equations (3) and find the constants A, B, D in terms of
This yields:

A - D
_-a o_ at)'
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We next apply the Mises yield condition, equation (2), setting r -

and solve for

To determine the plastic stress state for > a. , we first
solve (2) for a'P

The ambiguous sign (-j ) in (4) is determined by using the results
for incipient plastic flow, evaluating the stresses for I-=., and
substituting for the stresses in (4). It follows that the plus sign
should be used ini (4).

We introduce the notations:

The equaLion of equilibrium and equation (4) become:

+ -

Tr- (4)

Substituting for OP from (4) into (I), and letting
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we obtain

+r + (5)

Letting
0 (6)

and o
0 (7)

two equations are obtained which are immediately integrable, Integrat-

ing (b), we find:

:_ ' tY (8)

where C, is a con1staaL of integration. Substituting for from

(8) into (7) and integrating, we obtain:

where C. is a constant of integration. From (8) and (4), we now find:

s _n v]j + C-0 S(10)
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and

App lying boundary conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, we obtain;

ytE k (- ] -R 5 + 41j = o (12)

C, (13)

F3 COS _F3im +(14)

+ B~- _ _ - (15)

513

f3 S V\ (FE3 0(17)

These six equations involve the six unknown quantities , 7

CI ) C and T5 . The first four of these equations are used
to e liminate Fj)S)[ and CIL f rom the last two. Af ter simplif ication
and the introduction of the notations
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these two equations take the form:

s C a g9(3  7 )]SK + 48S

+ 1 (1 -15 1'+ TD(3 430 (18)

Equations (18) and (19) are then solved for sin C, and

Cos 1  in terms of P and ? ( T and ? ), and the
relationship betwee!p and f is then determined from the identity

The resulting expression is:

where

-7)GfJ i(t - 91*5[ 1) r+~ Vus

++F3 [ 6 JIJ +(21)

If weletfo. then Pr= 1 0 and (20)
reduces to the previously determined result for incipient plastic flow:
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For P=b , the entire tube is in the plastic state and the pressure
corresponding to this, ,is found fromi (20) by letting

The values of the various constants are given by:

-r> C i~o )s +(q-Wes +*0

115



-K+ s +. c..3osi) + '+( ¢L .3 ") 36,.

-8 '- ,3 + 4( L3W '

-+E;(s' ++cos F3+C (3 + 19 1) 3

For the elastic region 6 . . 6 , the stresses are
given by:

- i?(3f- 7
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RESULTS

Numerical results were obtained for the case 6 /

The equations for 1 - PX2 and the various stresses were coded
for the IBM 650 digital calculator, The results are shown graphically
in figures one through five.
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